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The core business of an Ombud Scheme is to receive and resolve 
complaints while running a credible and respected organization. 
By the end of the year we saw a significant jump in the number 
of complaints received, as well as the number of companies that 
signed up as participants. 

While the growth in the number of complaints creates pressure 
on us due to capacity constraints, it is a challenge we are 
happy to deal with as it indicates that consumers, regulators 
and the industry have confidence in the CGSO to deal with their 
complaints in a fair and expeditious manner.

Part of the increase can be attributed to the fact that the National 
Consumer Commission (NCC) is now directing consumers to us 
without first capturing complaints. This will ensure a substantive 
improvement in turnaround times. 

We are aware of the frustration experienced by consumers 
when first lodging a complaint with the NCC, which the NCC 
then refers to us for mediation. Because we do not have powers 
to make binding decisions, if a supplier is not cooperative or 
we cannot assist parties to amicably resolve the dispute, we 
have no choice but to terminate the process and advise the 
complainant to lodge a complaint with the NCC. The NCC is 
legislatively empowered to investigate and refer a case to the 
National Consumer Tribunal. This is the subject of discussion 
with the NCC and the Department of Trade and Industry, and 
where possible amendments to the CPA might be entertained.
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Magauta Mphahlele: Ombudsman
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A WORD FROM THE

OFFICE OF THE CEO

We closed the year with 727 Participants at group level, which is an 8% increase 
compared to the prior year. We appreciate all our Participants who have registered 
with the CGSO, without whom the office cannot provide redress to South African 
Consumers. The biggest increase has been in the Group 4 category, which comprises 
of entities with a turnover of between R5 million and R500 million.

I am pleased to report that following the 20% reduction in fees for Group 1 and 2, the 
office has managed to remain financially sustainable. A big thank you to our signed-
up Participants who cooperated with our finance team to settle their dues on time. 
The finance team, Rhoda Maphosa and Priviledge Ndou have outdone themselves 

by managing to collect 96% of the revenue within 10 months of billing, and we are 
confident the remaining 4% will follow suit before the close of our financial year.

THE WAY FORWARD 

- CGSO BUSINESS 

DEVELOPMENT 

RECRUITMENT AND 

LIAISON STRATEGIC 

PLAN FY 2019/20

The financial sustainability of the Consumer Goods & Services Ombud (CGSO) 
is determined by the ability to attract, recruit, register and retain eligible industry 
Participants. This role is driven by the Business Development structure through 
direct (telecoms, meetings, emails) and indirect (bulk mailing campaigns on 
behalf of CGSO) recruitment campaigns. Both approaches have been equally 
successful at different stages.

The Business Development team has recognized that a combination of direct 
and indirect recruitment is required, and the approach for year 2019 will be 
multi-tiered, comprising:

• Retailer mailing campaigns
• Industry Association engagement and mailing campaigns
• Direct recruitment.

COMPLAINTS AND CALL CENTRE STATISTICS
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For the last quarter of 2018, we received an additional 5 880 external calls, which brought the total for the year to just 
under 20 000 at 19 567.

Call Centre Statist ics
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GROUP FUNDING TIER Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 NO. OF NEW
PARTICIPANTS

1 R3 bn + 41 44 44 45 4

2 Above R1 bn to R3 bn 25 26 28 31 6

3 Above R500 m to R1 bn 18 18 23 23 5

4 Above R5 m to R500 m 427 432 451 469 42

5 Above R1 m to R5 m 96 96 99 99 3

6 R1 to R1 m 59 59 59 60 1

TOTAL 666 675 704 727 61
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For the fourth quarter of 2018 we received 2 330 complaints and 
closed 1987. This brings the total number of cases opened for the 
year to 7 749 and those closed to 6 814.

COMPLAINTS STATISTICS

 

 

Outcome of Complaints

Of the 1 987 complaints dealt with this quarter, 756 (38%) were 
either outside our jurisdiction, withdrawn, or duplicated. Of the 1 
231 cases mediated, 58% were decided in favour of the consumer 
with 48% being fully in favour, 6% comprising a partial resolve, 
while assistance was rendered to the remaining 4%.
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Nature of Complaints Received

The majority of complaints relate to the right to quality service, 
issues of defective goods, and the cancellation of agreements. 
The majority of service complaints relate to repair or maintenance 
work not completed in good time or to poor workmanship, while 
issues relating to agreements tend to focus on the cancellation of 
fixed term agreements, such as gym and cell phone contracts. 
We also receive a number of cancellation requests for timeshare 
agreements.

Type of Complaints
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Resolved complaint 
upheld fully

Complainant withdrawn 
complaint

Matter not yet referred to 
supplier
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CONSUMER AWARENESS
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The CGSO continues to collaborate with the Provincial Consumer Affairs Offices to reach out to remote communities. For the last quarter we 
participated in two community workshops in Kanana Klerksdorp and Kwaggafontein in Mpumalanga.
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DATE STATION TIME TOPIC

01.10.2018 Metro fm 20h00 Illicit goods

06.10.2018 Tru fm 07h20 CPA on store vouchers

06.10.2018 Vaaltar fm 07h35 Incorrect pricing

13.10.2018 Tru fm 07h20 Lay-Bys

13.10.2018 Vaaltar fm 07h35 Right to return goods of delivery

14.10.2018 Khozi fm 06h40 Timeshare complaints

20.10.2018 Vaaltar fm 07h35 Right to information in plain language

21.10.2018 Lesedi fm 06h30 Your rights when being searched by guards at retailers

29.10.2018 Metro fm 20h00 Online transactions

10.11.2018 Tru fm 07h20 Bait marketing

12.11.2018 Motsoeding fm 13h20 Your rights when being searched by guards at retailers

13.11.2018 Wits fm 14h00 Expired goods

14.11.2018 Phalaphala fm 20h20 Festive shopping

17.11.2018 Vaaltar fm 07h20 Black Friday

19.11.2018 Khwezi fm 11h30 Black Friday

21.11.2018 Phalaphala fm 20h00 Black Friday

22.11.2018 Motsweding fm 08h15 Black Friday

22.11.2018 Phalaphala fm 10h50 Black Friday

22.11.2018 Tru fm 11h50 Black Friday

01.12.2018 Tru fm 07h20 Incorrect pricing

03.12.2018 Motsweding fm 13h30 Consumer rights

05.12.2018 Phalaphala fm 14h30 Fraud and the festive season

10.12.2018 Motsweding fm 13h30 Right to choose

10.12.2018 Metro fm 20h00 Timeshare complaints

17.12.2018 Phalaphala fm 10h40 Christmas shopping

17.12.2018 Khwezi fm 11h30 Christmas shopping

DATE PUBLISHER TOPIC JOURNALIST

08.10.2018 The star Online transaction Georgina Crouth

11.10.2018 The witness Repairs and refunds Lyse Comins

23.10.2018 The star Telecommunication cancellations Georgina Crouth

25.10.2018 The star Online transaction delivery Georgina Crouth

25.10.2018 The witness 3R’s Lyse Comins

01.11.2018 The star Cellphone cancellation Georgina Crouth

21.11.2018 Offmytrolley About the ombudsman(Magauta) Brian Joss

28.11.2018 The star Online orders Georgina Crouth

03.12.2018 The star Booking hotel accommodation Georgina Crouth

DATE CHANNEL SHOW

12.10.2018 SABC 2 SpeakOut

30.10.2018 SABC 2 SpeakOut

01.11.2018 SABC 2 SpeakOut

01.11.2018 SABC2 When Duty Calls

19.11.2018 SABC1 Yilungelo Lakho

22.11.2018 SABC2 Morning Live/Magauta

10.12.2018 SABC1 Yilungelo Lakho

20.12.2018 SABC1 SpeakOut

RADIO INTERVIEWS

PRINTTELEVISION

CONSUMER AWARENESS
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Consumer awareness is also driven through print, television and radio. In the fourth quarter, the team conducted 26 radio and 8 television 
interviews, and appeared in 9 publications.
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CASE STUDIES

 
 

The complainant contracted the supplier to move their household 
goods from Cape Town to Durban at the end of April 2018. Upon 
delivery, the complainant discovered that numerous items were 
irreparably damaged in the move, including an antique dressing 
table, five ceramic platters and numerous glasses and vases. 

The complainant notified the supplier who refused to offer any 
compensation for the damage on the basis that the complainant 
did not take out insurance with the supplier. The complainant was 
seeking an amount of R7 000 in respect of the damage caused to 
her property. 

The supplier advised that they would not be entertaining the 
complainant’s claim because she should have taken in-transit 
insurance with the supplier or had her own household insurance. 
They further disputed the amount claimed for damages, R7 000, as 
the complainant only paid R4 000 for their services. 

A recommendation was sent to the supplier in terms of which we 
advised the supplier that we are of the view that there has been a 
contravention of section 65 of the Consumer Protection Act (CPA) 
in that while the complainant’s property was in their possession 
and in the handling and safeguarding of that property, the supplier 
failed to exercise the degree of care, diligence and skill that can 
reasonably be expected of a person responsible for managing any 
property belonging to another person. We advised the supplier that 
they are therefore liable to the complainant for the loss that was 
caused as a result of their failure to comply with section 65(2)(b). We 
recommended that the supplier pay the complainant the amount of 
R7 000, being the value of the complainant’s loss. 

The supplier rejected our recommendation on the basis that 1) the 
contract signed by the complainant excluded liability; and 2) the 
complainant did not take any transit insurance and therefore were 
liable for their own loss. We advised the supplier that they cannot 
contract out of the CPA. 

In view of the supplier’s rejection of our recommendation, the 
matter was referred to the National Consumer Commission for a 
possible formal investigation and referral to the National Consumer 
Tribunal in terms of section 70(2) the CPA which provides that (2) 

If an alternative dispute resolution agent concludes that there is 

no reasonable probability of the parties resolving their dispute 

through the process provided for, the agent may terminate the 

process by notice to the parties, whereafter the party who referred 

the matter to the agent may file a complaint with the Commission 
in accordance with section 71.

 
 

We receive various complaints related to goods being damaged by 
suppliers while in the supplier’s possession.

In majority of these matters, the suppliers defend the claims on the 
basis that they have limited their liability in the terms and conditions 
of the agreement to a small amount, or excluded liability on the basis 
that the complainant should have insured the goods.

Freedom of contract has however been severely limited by section 
51 of the Consumer Protection Act. Section 51 of the CPA provides 
that:

(1)  A supplier must not make a transaction or agreement subject to any 

term or condition if—

(a) its general purpose or effect is to—

 (i) defeat the purposes and policy of this Act;

 (ii) mislead or deceive the consumer; or

 (iii) subject the consumer to fraudulent conduct;

 (b) it directly or indirectly purports to—

 (i) waive or deprive a consumer of a right in terms of this Act;

 (ii) avoid a supplier’s obligation or duty in terms of this Act;

 (iii)  set aside or override the effect of any provision of this Act; or

 (iv) authorise the supplier to—

  (aa) do anything that is unlawful in terms of this Act; or

  (bb)  fail to do anything that is required in terms of this Act;

(c) it purports to—

 (i)  limit or exempt a supplier of goods or services from liability for 

any loss directly or indirectly attributable to the gross negligence 

of the supplier or any person acting for or controlled by the 

supplier;

Section 65 of the CPA sets out the manner in which a supplier should 
deal with a consumer’s property and the consequences should they 
fail to do so. 

Section 65(2): When a supplier has possession of any prepayment, 
deposit, membership fee, or other money, or any other property 
belonging to or ordinarily under the control of a consumer, the 
supplier— ...

(b) in the handling, safeguarding and utilisation of that property, must 
exercise the degree of care, diligence and skill that can reasonably 
be expected of a person responsible for managing any property 
belonging to another person; and

(c) is liable to the owner of the property for any loss resulting from a 
failure to comply with paragraph (a).

A supplier can therefore not contract out of the CPA and can therefore 
not have terms and conditions which restrics a consumer’s right in 
terms of the CPA. It is then only a question of whether the supplier 
exercised the degree of care, diligence and skill that can reasonably 
be expected of a person in the circumstances.

Therefore, the supplier is liable for any loss resulting from a failure to 
take proper care of a consumer’s property while in their possession, 
regardless of the suppliers terms and conditions.
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CGSO EVENTS

Here’s to you, our valued Participants, and to the team at CGSO for helping to improve the experience of South African retailers and consumers 
in 2018. We look forwarder to another successful year together. 

CGSO YEAR END FUNCTION 2018
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SHARECALL: 0860 000 272 (CPA), FAX: 086 206 1999,
WEB: http://www.cgso.org.za, EMAIL: info@cgso.org.za 

PHYSICAL ADDRESS: 292 on Surrey,
292 Surrey Avenue, Ferndale, Randburg.

POSTAL ADDRESS: PO Box 3815, Randburg, 2125

https://www.facebook.com/cgsombud/ https://twitter.com/cgsombud

USEFUL CONTACTS

ITEM CONTACT PERSON EMAIL ADDRESS

SERVICE AND POLICY ISSUES Magauta Mphahlele magautam@cgso.org.za

PARTICIPANT SUBSCRIPTION, FEES AND BILLING Queen Munyai queenm@cgso.org.za

COMPLAINTS Bonita Hughes bonitah@cgso.org.za

CALL CENTRE, MEDIA AND PARTICIPANT TRAINING Ouma Ramaru oumar@cgso.org.za

NEW PARTICIPANT SIGN UP Katlego Lehabe  katlego@cgso.org.za
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